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Abstract:
We present a model of near-Earth asteroid (NEA) rotational
fission and ensuing dynamics that describes the creation of syn-
chronous binaries and all other observed NEA systems includ-
ing: doubly synchronous binaries, high-e binaries, ternary sys-
tems, and contact binaries. Our model only presupposes the
Yarkovsky-O’Keefe-Radzievskii-Paddack (YORP) effect, “rub-
ble pile” asteroid geophysics, and gravitational interactions.
The YORP effect torques a “rubble pile” asteroid until the aster-
oid reaches its fission spin limit and the components enter orbit
about each other (Scheeres, 2007). Non-spherical gravitational
potentials couple the spin states to the orbit state and chaot-
ically drive the system towards the observed asteroid classes
along two evolutionary tracks primarily distinguished by mass
ratio. Related to this is a new binary process termed secondary
fission–the secondary asteroid of the binary system is rotation-
ally accelerated via gravitational torques until it fissions, thus
creating a chaotic ternary system. The initially chaotic binary
can be stabilized to create a synchronous binary by components
of the fissioned secondary asteroid impacting the primary as-
teroid, solar gravitational perturbations, and mutual body tides.
These results emphasize the importance of the initial compo-
nent size distribution and configuration within the parent aster-
oid. NEAs may go through multiple binary cycles and many
YORP-induced rotational fissions during their approximately
10 Myr lifetime in the inner solar system. Rotational fission
and the ensuing dynamics are responsible for all NEA systems
including the most commonly observed synchronous binaries.
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1. Introduction
The Near-Earth asteroid (NEA) population has a relatively
large amount of data compared to other small body popula-
tions, including detailed information on asteroid figures and bi-
nary structure, often made possible through the combination of
lightcurve and radar techniques. Observers have discovered a
wide and complex set of asteroid systems that before this study
have not been tied together into a coherent theory. The emer-
gence of radiative forces as a major evolutionary mechanism for
small bodies, in particular for NEA systems due to their small
size and proximity to the Sun, makes the development of such
a theory possible.
[Figure 1]
A simple model of NEA evolution constructed from the
Yarkovsky-O’Keefe-Radzievskii-Paddack (YORP) and binary
YORP (BYORP) effects, “rubble pile” asteroid geophysics, and
gravitational interactions can incorporate all of the diverse ob-
served asteroid classes as shown in Figure 1: synchronous bi-
naries, doubly synchronous binaries, contact binaries, asteroid
pairs, re-shaped asteroids, and stable ternaries.
1.1. Observed NEA Classes
[Table 1]
Binary asteroid systems comprise a significant fraction (15±
4%) of the NEA population (Margot et al., 2002; Pravec
et al., 2006) and include all compositional classes and size
scales (Pravec and Harris, 2007). Most of these systems are
synchronous binaries–the orbital and secondary spin periods
are equal, but the primary has a faster spin rate. Observed syn-
chronous systems have mass ratios . 0.2, a system semi-major
axis of 1.5 to 3 primary diameters, and a possibly elongated sec-
ondary and a nearly spherical primary with a distinctive shape
characterized by an equatorial bulge (Pravec et al., 2006; Pravec
and Harris, 2007). The system has a positive free energy, but the
tidally locked secondary inhibits disruption. Migration to the
inner solar system from the main belt as binaries, binary cre-
ation via collision amongst NEAs, and binary creation via tidal
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disruption from close planetary flybys are not efficient enough
mechanisms to create this population nor match the observed
synchronous binary properties (Margot et al., 2002; Walsh and
Richardson, 2008). Several theories attempt to explain this bi-
nary population by a YORP-induced rotational fission process,
but do not capture all properties of synchronous binaries and
do not predict the other NEA systems that are seen (Scheeres,
2007, 2009a,b; Walsh et al., 2008).
The Walsh et al. (2008) theory requires rotational fission in-
duced “landslides” that re-shape the primary, then enter into
orbit. Secondaries are built from collections of “landslide” ma-
terial in orbit after many “landslide” events, and consequently
YORP cycles–the length of the process to rotationally accel-
erate an asteroid to spin fission from its current state under
the YORP effect. However, we will show that material enter-
ing orbit via rotational fission will almost always escape on
timescales much shorter than a YORP cycle. Furthermore, Hol-
sapple (2010) using continuum approximations of granular the-
ory finds that mass loss would not occur at the equator of small,
critically spinning asteroids, but that their shapes would de-
form, elongating the body until interior failure. These defor-
mations in the shape of the body allow YORP to continue to
increase the angular momentum without significant changes to
the spin rate, even slightly decreasing the spin rate in some
cases. Scheeres and Sa´nchez (2011) reports a similar analytic
finding that when cohesive theory is considered, failure will
most likely occur along interior planes. The analytic theory
in Scheeres (2009b) describes the first stage of the model pro-
posed herein, where a chaotic binary system is immediately
formed from the rotational fissioning of a “rubble pile.” A rota-
tional fission model related to the one proposed in this work has
been implicated in the formation of asteroid pairs (Pravec et al.,
2010)–two asteroids with heliocentric orbits that in the recent
past (. 106 yrs) intersect deep within the other’s Hill radius
and with small relative speeds (Vokrouhlicky´ and Nesvorny´,
2008). Asteroid pairs are observed in the Main Asteroid Belt
with similar sizes to NEAs, but they have not been observed in
the NEA population. The theory outlined in this paper predicts
them; asteroid pairs are difficult to detect in the NEA population
because their orbits are rapidly perturbed and smaller initial as-
teroids fission into even smaller secondaries for the same mass
ratios as the Main Belt asteroid population.
Other observed distinct dynamical and morphological classes
include doubly synchronous binaries, high-e binaries, ternaries,
contact binaries, and re-shaped asteroids. We describe each in
turn. Doubly synchronous binaries: all spin rotation periods
are equivalent to the orbital revolution period. They also have
high mass ratios & 0.2 and a system semi-major axis of 2 to
8 primary diameters (Pravec and Harris, 2007). These systems
are difficult to detect because of an observational bias in light
curve data; doubly synchronous systems and elongated single
objects appear similarly. Contact binaries: bimodally-shaped
asteroids observed as two similar-sized components resting on
each other, which implies a formation mechanism that brings
the two components together very gently. Contact binaries
comprise a significant fraction (> 9%) of the NEA population
(Benner et al., 2006). High-e binaries: low mass ratio binary
systems distinct from the synchronous binaries, because they
are asynchronous and have high eccentricities (Taylor et al.,
2008). Ternary systems: large primary orbited by two smaller
satellites. The primaries are spinning faster than the orbital
rates and the mass ratio is low (< 0.1) (Brozovic et al., 2009).
Re-shaped asteroids: single bodies similar to the primaries of
the synchronous binary class–an oblate shaped figure with an
equatorial bulge. For reference, examples of each NEA class
are given in Table 1.
1.2. Motivation
A collisionally evolved asteroid can be modeled as a “rubble
pile”–a collection of gravitationally bound boulders with a dis-
tribution of size scales and very little tensile strength between
them (Michel et al., 2001; Richardson et al., 2005; Tanga et al.,
2009). “Rubble pile” morphology has been closely examined
by the Hayabusa mission to Itokawa, as shown in Fig. 2, which
has no obvious impact craters and appears as collection of shat-
tered fragments of different size scales (Fujiwara et al., 2006).
Mass and volume measurements from the NEAR Shoemaker
flyby of Mathilde (Yeomans et al., 1997) and radar observations
of 1999 KW4 (Ostro et al., 2006) determine mean densities that
are lower than their constitutive elements, which is evidence
of voids and cracks in the structures of these bodies. Asteroids
with diameters larger than ∼ 200 m rarely spin with periods less
than ∼ 2.2 hours, which corresponds with the critical disruption
spin rate of self-gravitating, “rubble pile” bodies (Pravec et al.,
2007). Both theoretical modeling and direct observation indi-
cate that asteroids within a size range of ∼ 100 m to ∼ 10 km
have “rubble pile” geophysics.
The details of the rotational fission process determine the
initial conditions for the binary system. The torque from the
YORP effect will increase the centrifugal accelerations acting
on each “rubble pile” component. There is a specific spin rate
at which each component of the body will go into orbit about
the rest determined by the largest separation distance of the
mass centers of the fissioned component and the remainder of
body (Scheeres, 2009a). The smaller component is now the
secondary, and the remainder is the primary, both in orbit about
each other. The motivation for this study was to determine what
happens dynamically after a rotational fission event.
This paper will utilize some important concepts throughout
that will be briefly introduced here and further defined later.
The mass ratio is defined as the secondary mass divided by the
primary mass. The primary of a binary system is always larger
than the secondary, so the mass ratio is a number between 0 and
1. Secondary fission is rotational fission of the secondary in-
duced via spin-orbit coupling and occurring during the chaotic
binary stage of low mass ratio evolution creating chaotic ternar-
ies. Ternary systems have three members. The components in
decreasing mass are labeled primary, secondary, and tertiary,
however the two smaller members are referred collectively as
secondaries. Secondaries may escape the system if the system
has a positive free energy. The free energy of an asteroid system
is the sum of the kinetic and mutual potential energies of the
system (both rotational and translational) neglecting the self-
potentials of each body.
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2. Methods
2.1. Initial Conditions
As the rotation rate of an asteroid increases due to the YORP
effect, the asteroid will go through a series of reconfiguration
events. These events may range from small-scale “rock flows”
to significant restructuring of the principal coherent compo-
nents. A “rubble pile” will have a specific set of local minimum
energy configurations that the coherent components will settle
into (Scheeres, 2009b). As the spin rate of the asteroid increases
due to the YORP effect, the system will act to arrange itself into
the global minimum energy configuration. The largest distance
between two mass centers, which encompass all of the mass,
determines how the system will fission, since systems in this
minimum energy equilibrium will undergo rotational fission at
lower spin rates than any other configuration (Scheeres, 2009b).
The model assumes that the system is in this minimum energy
configuration and the two components can be represented by
tri-axial ellipsoids resting so that contact is along the largest
axis of each body.
If a system cannot rearrange itself to this configuration and
so is not in the relative equilibrium, it will still rotationally fis-
sion but at a higher spin rate. The system will then undergo the
same dynamics demonstrated below but start with a higher en-
ergy increasing the probabilities of disrupting the system and a
re-impact event between the two components. An impact event
will dissipate energy but conserve angular momentum, so there
is no stable single-body configuration for the system, and thus
material must immediately lift off the primary and return to or-
bit (Scheeres, 2009a). The specific details of the impact and
ejecta will determine whether the system evolves as a high or
low mass ratio system. For the sake of simplicity, the model will
assume the minimum energy configuration with the knowledge
that the results have a systematic uncertainty due to this initial
condition.
2.2. Rotational Fission Model
[Figure 2]
The dynamical simulation begins with a tri-axial asteroid
made of two components inspired by objects such as Toutatis
or Itokawa. We model “rubble pile” asteroids as having an in-
herent component mass ratio dividing all of the “rubble” into
hierarchical groups determined by the largest distance between
mass centers as shown in the upper left panel of Figure 2. The
mass ratio between the components and the shape ratio of each
component are the three initial free parameters. As the aster-
oid’s rotational rate increases due to the YORP effect, the long
axes of each “rubble pile” component ellipsoid will align for
rapid rotation rates. This configuration is the only stable rela-
tive equilibrium figure for the body while still resting on each
other (Scheeres, 2007). As the YORP effect continues to torque
the body, the two components will enter into orbit about each
other.
The YORP effect is responsible for spinning the initial body
up to the required rotation rate for fission. This is the only time
a non-gravitational process (Yarkovsky, YORP, or BYORP) is
required for constructing synchronous binary systems. The
components will fission at a specific spin rate of the primary
body given the internal component mass distribution (Scheeres,
2009a). All bodies in these simulations have a density of 2 g/cc
and so will fission at rotational periods greater than 2.33 hours
dependant only on the mass and shape ratios of the two model
components.
2.3. Dynamical Model
Post-rotationally fissioned systems were studied by directly
integrating the Lagrangian dynamics with an implicit 12th order
Runge-Kutta scheme for two bodies (two tri-axial ellipsoids)
or three bodies (one tri-axial ellipsoid and two spheres) as de-
scribed in Appendix A and Appendix B, respectively. Non-
spherical gravitational potentials ensure that the model will cap-
ture the important effect of spin-orbit coupling. The model in-
corporates secondary fission (selecting secondary component
mass ratios from a flat distribution between 0.01 to 0.99) and
impacts (inelastic collisions with total angular momentum and
mass conserved) as described in Appendix D and Appendix
E, respectively. The dynamics also include the torques from
mutual body tides, which dissipate energy. The rate of energy
dissipation is dependent on the difference between the spin rate
of the body and the orbital rate and inversely dependent on the
distance between the bodies to the sixth power (Murray and
Dermott, 1999). The specifics of the tidal theory is given in Ap-
pendix C. The effect of solar gravitational perturbations for an
orbit about the Sun at 1 AU is also included on the system. In
each integrator, total system energy is conserved to greater than
1 part in 108 when energy changing effects such as mutual body
tides and solar gravitational perturbations are neglected, and an-
gular momentum is conserved to greater than 1 part in 108 when
angular momentum changing effects such as solar gravitational
perturbations are neglected.
Non-gravitational forces (YORP and BYORP effects) were
not included in the post-rotational fission dynamical model
since the gravitational timescales are much shorter than the
radiative timescales. The model assumes planar motion with
the intention of implementing 3-D motion and associated non-
principal axis rotation in the future, with the expectation that
it will increase energy dissipation, lengthen the timescale for
ejection of the secondary, and thus increase the binary for-
mation efficiency; more detailed modeling of impact and fis-
sion processes may change the efficiencies associated with the
evolutionary sequence but should not change the possible out-
comes. The dynamics will scale to any realistic size scale for
NEAs, although the effects of cohesive attraction are not mod-
eled and may be important on the smallest size scales . 100
m (Scheeres et al., 2010a) and the timescale for YORP effect
induced rotational fission is too long for the largest size scales
& 10 km.
3. Results
3.1. Chaotic Binary
The dynamics demonstrated immediately after the initial ro-
tational fission are chaotic. The coupling of the spin and orbit
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states from the tri-axial gravitational potential is responsible for
significant variations of behavior in the system. This coupling
can transfer large amounts of energy and angular momentum
across the system leading to rapid changes in the spin rates and
orbital revolution rates. These changes can repeatedly switch
the tidal bulge on each member from leading to lagging and
vice versa. Immediate tidal energy dissipation via mutual body
tides helps prevent re-impact.
Studying two cases in detail helps illustrate this chaotic
evolution. These systems approximate the well-known sys-
tems: (66391) 1999 KW4, an asynchronous binary, and 25143
Itokawa, a contact binary. Ostro et al. (2006) reports the size of
the primary of 1999 KW4 as close to a tri-axial ellipsoid with
semi-axes 708.5 × 680.5 × 591.5 m, and the secondary as a tri-
axial ellipsoid with semi-axes 297.5×225×171.5 m. Assuming
constant density, the mass ratio of the binary system is close to
0.04. Demura et al. (2006) reports that size of the “body” (pri-
mary) of Itokawa approximates a tri-axial ellipsoid with semi-
axes 245×130×130 m, and the “head” (secondary) as a tri-axial
ellipsoid with semi-axes 115 × 90 × 90 m. Assuming constant
density, the mass ratio of these components is close to 0.3.
For these simulations the bodies are placed into their rela-
tive equilibrium state, which is the only stable configuration of
the bodies when the rotation rate of the system is just below
rotational fission of the two components (Scheeres, 2009b). In
this configuration, the primary and secondary are in contact and
aligned along their longest axes. The dynamical simulation be-
gins when the rotation rate of the pre-fissioned body reaches the
critical disruption spin limit for the two, internal components.
The dynamics modeled include spin-orbit coupling and mutual
body tides as described in Section 2.3, but do not include solar
gravitational perturbations, so angular momentum is conserved.
[Figure 3]
Exploring the evolution of the semi-major axis a and eccen-
tricity e for 1999 KW4 and Itokawa over the first 60 days af-
ter rotational fission in Fig. 3, the nature of the chaotic evolu-
tion is evident. Variations in the semi-major axis track trans-
fers of angular momentum from the orbital state to the spin
state and back. The spin of each body is coupled to the orbital
motion through the non-Keplerian gravitational potential, and
these transfers of angular momentum are apparent in the chang-
ing rotational periods of the primary and secondary of each sys-
tem as shown in Fig. 4. The spin rates of both bodies change
dramatically, however as the mass ratio decreases the changes
in the spin rate of the secondary become more dramatic. The
secondary of 1999 KW4 has intervals of almost no rotation, but
also intervals when its rotation rate exceeds and resides near
the critical disruption limit for a sphere. The critical disruption
limit for a sphere is defined as the rotation rate necessary to lift
a massless test particle off the surface, if the secondary had a
“rubble pile” internal structure, then it would disrupt at a slower
rotation rate. Rotational fission of the secondary due to torques
from spin-orbit coupling is called secondary fission and occurs
in many simulated systems. This process is discussed further
later. If the secondary of 1999 KW4 is not allowed to fission
and the system continues to dynamically evolve, then the sys-
tem will disrupt after ∼ 1600 days. The Itokawa system will
never disrupt since the system has a negative free energy and so
is always bound.
[Figure 4]
This chaotic evolution causes the rate of tidal energy dissipa-
tion to change radically between intervals of strong and weak or
even non-existant tidal dissipation, which depends on the sep-
aration distance to the sixth power and the relative spin rates
of the bodies to the orbital rate. While the motions of an indi-
vidual system are chaotic, the systems as a whole do appear to
have a general set of dynamics and show trends with mass ra-
tio. The secondary vacillates between libration and circulation
more often than the primary which usually displays just circula-
tion. The system evolves rapidly into an eccentric mutual orbit
with a quickly changing longitude of pericenter. Secondaries
of lower mass ratio systems exhibit stronger instances of these
behaviors. This is expected because the lower the mass ratio,
the greater the initial spin rate for rotational fission in the par-
ent body. Lower mass ratio systems will thus have more energy
to transfer into their orbits after fission.
[Figure 5]
3.2. Two Regimes
The initial spin rate for rotational fission in the parent body
quickly divides the dynamics into two regimes: negative and
positive free energy. The initial rotation rate necessary to fis-
sion the components depends on the mass ratio between the
two components (Scheeres, 2009b). For two spherical compo-
nents the division between the two regimes occurs at a mass
ratio of ≈ 0.2. High mass ratio systems (mass ratio > 0.2) have
a negative free energy and are bound for all time under internal
gravitational perturbations. Low mass ratio systems (mass ratio
< 0.2) have a positive free energy and may escape if the ex-
cess energy is not dissipated. For tri-axial ellipsoids the regime
boundary does not have a specific value since there is a depen-
dence on the shape of each body, however the results indicate
that the regime boundary is real and can be approximated by
a mass ratio of 0.2. Increasing the shape ratio (elongating the
objects) decreases the mass ratio of a zero free energy system,
but not by much (Scheeres, 2009b).
Fig. 5 shows the time averaged separation distances of 150
systems with mass ratios from 0.05 to 0.99 after 100 years.
The Hill radius (80.5 primary radii at 1 AU) determines bound-
edness for these systems. The regime change between bound
(high mass ratio) and unbound (low mass ratio) is dramatic and
has consequences for the subsequent evolutionary path of the
systems. Pravec et al. (2010) has directly observed this mass ra-
tio spin limit in the asteroid pairs population, which is discussed
further in Section 3.8.
Both high and low mass ratio regimes have chaotic early dy-
namics. These dynamics increase the eccentricity and thus the
energy dissipation from mutual body tides. High mass ratio
systems will evolve to an orbital equilibrium state, but low mass
ratio systems will disrupt before tidal dissipation can reduce the
free energy to a negative value unless they undergo secondary
fission. The outcomes of these processes on each of the regimes
are detailed below.
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3.3. High Mass Ratio Regime
[Figure 6]
High mass ratio systems are defined as those systems that
have negative free energy and do not experience secondary
fission. The upper branch of Fig. 1 shows the evolutionary
path of high mass ratio systems. The dynamics of these sys-
tems are chaotic, but since the bodies are more equal in size,
the exchanges of angular momentum and energy through spin-
orbit coupling are less severe. This inhibits secondary fission
and reduces the eccentricities these systems experience as they
evolve. The tidal energy dissipation rate is inversely related
to the separation distance to the sixth power, and so higher
mass ratio systems experience faster rates of tidal energy dis-
sipation, since the average separation distance decreases with
higher mass ratios, as shown in Fig. 5.
Tidal dissipation damps systems in the high mass ratio
regime so that both the primary and secondary of such systems
are trapped in libration states. The libration angle is eventu-
ally damped to zero, first in the secondary then the primary, and
the bodies become doubly synchronous. Since high mass ratio
systems have similarly sized components, the tidal timescale is
similar for each member and systems evolve into doubly syn-
chronous binaries. Tidal timescales are a direct function of
mass ratio with equal mass members taking ∼ 5 × 103 years,
0.6 mass ratio systems taking ∼ 104 years, and 0.2 mass ratio
systems taking ∼ 2×106 years to reach the doubly synchronous
state (see Appendix F for a description of the assumptions be-
hind these timescales). Fig. 6 shows these timescales as a func-
tion of mass ratio, along with a fitted power law showing a clear
trend as a function of the system’s mass ratio. Both members
are tidally locked in the doubly synchronous state, and these
asteroids are observed as the Hermes-class.
This numerical tidal dissipation timescale for high mass ratio
systems can be compared to the tidal timescales derived analyti-
cally by Goldreich and Sari (2009). The corresponding analytic
tidal dissipation timescales for equal mass members is ∼ 3×104
years, for 0.6 mass ratio systems is ∼ 4 × 104 years, and for
0.2 mass ratio systems is ∼ 4 × 106 years to reach the dou-
bly synchronous state. The analytic theory is within an order
of magnitude of the numerical results but consistently overesti-
mates the time necessary to de-spin these systems especially at
higher mass ratios. Fundamentally, the analytic theory assumes
a quasi-steady state evolution, but this is not how these sys-
tems initially evolve. All of these systems engage in a period of
chaotic evolution that can increase the spin rates of the bodies
relative to the orbit, and since the tidal energy dissipation rate
is linearly related to the difference between the spin rate of the
body and orbital rate, the energy dissipation is faster than that
predicted by the analytic theory.
Once in the doubly synchronous state, the system will con-
tract or expand due to the BYORP effect creating contact bi-
naries or asteroid pairs (C´uk, 2007; McMahon and Scheeres,
2010b). The BYORP effect is the summation of radiative effects
on synchronous secondaries. It can shrink or expand the semi-
major axis. If the semi-major axis expands, the asteroid system
will eventually disrupt when the separation distance equals the
Hill radius. If the semi-major axis shrinks, the two components
will at first remain in the doubly synchronous state since this
is also the stable relative equilibrium state until the separation
distance reaches a lower limit and the relative equilibrium state
becomes unstable (Scheeres, 2009b). Simulations show the im-
pacts occur very soon (< 100 days) after reaching the stabil-
ity limit, and the perpendicular and tangential impact velocities
for 1 km bodies are < 50 mm/s, modest enough to be capable
of creating contact binaries. These impact velocities are gen-
tle enough that they would not disrupt the figure of the bodies
creating the contact binaries. Thus, high mass ratio evolution
is responsible for creating doubly synchronous binaries, which
can evolve into contact binaries or asteroid pairs.
The end products of this sequence are single “rubble pile”
asteroids, so this is a lifecycle. We propose a possible con-
tact binary loop that high mass ratio systems could get stuck
in, whereby the components of a contact binary repeatedly fis-
sion and re-impact. Each component maintains its relative ori-
entation to the other, so that the YORP effect, BYORP effect,
and mutual body tides all act similarly each time the system
goes through the cycle. The estimated timescales of the tidal
process and the BYORP process are roughly an order of mag-
nitude shorter than the estimated timescale of the YORP pro-
cess (Rossi et al., 2009; McMahon and Scheeres, 2010a). This
would explain why contact binaries are so prevalent compared
to doubly synchronous systems. Contact binaries appear to be
9% of the NEA population, and very roughly this theory would
predict that the doubly synchronous population would be ∼ 5
times smaller due to timescales. Also, this theory would predict
that the ratio of timescales would reflect the ratio of contact bi-
naries to doubly synchronous systems with a caveat regarding
asteroid pair production from doubly synchronous systems.
3.4. Low Mass Ratio Regime
Low mass ratio systems have positive free energy or undergo
secondary fission. These systems typically have mass ratios
< 0.2. Coupling between the spin and orbit states drives a large
spin increase in the secondary and an increase in the eccentric-
ity of the system. These systems chaotically explore their phase
space until an escape trajectory is discovered or secondary spin
fission occurs, which will be further defined in Section 3.5.
If low mass ratio systems are evolved after a rotational fission
event and they are not allowed to secondary spin fission, then al-
most all systems will disrupt. 450 low mass ratio systems were
simulated starting from rotational fission and evolved consid-
ering tri-axial gravitational potentials, mutual body tides, and
solar gravitational perturbations starting from the relative rest-
ing equilibrium as described in Section 2. The systems were
evolved until they disrupted, which is when the separation dis-
tance equals the Hill radius. The Hill radius is taken to be 80.5
primary radii, which is correct for a system is in a circular he-
liocentric orbit at 1 AU, but mutual orbits that grow to this sepa-
ration distance typically reach much larger separation distances
if the system is allowed to continue to evolve.
[Figure 7]
The time to system disruption is shown in Fig. 7, firstly as a
function of mass ratio and secondly as a function of primary
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shape ratio, defined as the shortest semi-axis divided by the
longest semi-axis of the primary in the plane of motion. Simi-
larly, a secondary shape ratio can be defined. The initial com-
ponent mass ratios, which determined the binary mass ratios,
were chosen from a flat distribution ranging from 0.001 to 0.2.
Although secondary fission was not allowed to occur in these
simulations, each binary was still defined using the hierarchical
“rubble pile” internal structure as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore,
the internal component mass ratio of each binary component
is chosen from a flat distribution between 0.001 and q/(1 − q),
where q is the mass ratio of the previous fission, this require-
ment is derived in Appendix G. The internal component mass
ratio also determines the shape ratio of the component, since
each component is dynamically modeled as a tri-axial ellipsoid
with the same moments of inertia as the hierarchical “rubble
pile” internal structure model. Thus the primary shape ratios
are distributed between 0.581 and 0.997.
2 ± 1%1 of systems integrated, 7 out of 450, do not disrupt
after 1000 years of integration. The simulation was ended af-
ter 1000 years, because the timescale of the BYORP effect be-
comes comparable and this effect was not included in the sim-
ulation. The 7 binary systems that did not disrupt evolved very
differently than the other 443 systems; the secondary rotation
and orbital periods remained very close to one another, slowly
growing as mutual body tides dissipated energy. The primary
rotation period is slightly smaller than the other periods as the
system evolves.
These binaries evolved differently than the other systems
because their primaries were significantly more spherical as
shown in Fig. 7. All surviving binaries had primary shape ra-
tios greater than 0.98 and all disrupted systems have primary
shape ratios below 0.98. The mass ratios and secondary shape
ratios do not effect the outcome of the evolution of the system.
When 50 more systems were evolved with primary shape ratios
restricted to lie between 0.9 and 1 and the mass and secondary
shape ratios varied over the same range as before, these conclu-
sions are modified slightly. The boundary between disruption
and stability is not as sharp, one system with a primary shape
ratio below 0.98 does not disrupt (it had a primary shape ratio
of 0.978), and two systems with primary shape ratios greater
than 0.98 do disrupt (they had primary shape ratios of 0.981).
No observed binaries have primaries with primary shape ratios
of 0.98 or greater. The largest known primary shape ratio is
0.96 (Pravec and Harris, 2007), as shown with other observed
binaries in Fig. 13. Therefore, the 2% likelihood of creating
a stable binary that evolves along the unstable relative equilib-
rium is strongly dependent on the assumption of a flat distribu-
tion in primary shape ratio, and potentially no primaries after a
rotational fission event may ever be that close to spherical.
These systems are evolving outward along a relative equilib-
ria as theoretically shown in Scheeres (2007), where the case
1All uncertainties from the model given as #±# describe the most likely ac-
tual proportion and an estimate of the sampling error given as a 90% confidence
interval. These likelihoods and confidence intervals are calculated using the
Wilson Score Confidence Interval, which best approximates a binomial distri-
bution especially at extreme probabilities–small number of successes compared
to number of trials (Agresti and Coull, 1998).
of a small ellipsoid rotationally fissioning from a large sphere
is explored. In Scheeres (2009b), it was shown that this rel-
ative equilibrium would always been unstable for two ellip-
soids, however if the primary shape ratio is nearly one, then
the growth of this instability may be slow compared to the tidal
dissipation. In this case, the system may evolve outward along
the relative equilibrium without chaotically fully exploring its
phase space, instead it may only exchange limited angular mo-
mentum and energy between the orbit and rotation states caus-
ing libration and circulation in the primary, libration with very
rare circulation in the secondary, and small changes in eccen-
tricity and semi-major axis. As the system evolves, tidal energy
dissipation will slowly grow the pericenter, and since the higher
order gravitational potential terms have a 1/r3 functional de-
pendence, the effects of the small non-sphericity of the primary
will diminish even more. The secondary rarely circulates and
is often librating with a very small angle, so the BYORP effect
would significantly effect the evolution of the system in poten-
tially only a few thousand years (C´uk, 2007; McMahon and
Scheeres, 2010a). The properties of these binaries that survive
without disruption are shown in Fig. 13 and more discussion of
their continued evolution is further discussed in Section 3.7.
For those systems that do disrupt, the median time to disrup-
tion for all systems is 327218 days
2. An exponential decay can
be fit to the data N(> t) = 443e−t/τ, where t is the time af-
ter rotational fission, N(> t) is the number of asteroid systems
remaining after time t, and τ = 92.0 ± 1.8 days is the exponen-
tial decay timescale. The adjusted R2 value of the fit is 0.996.
The half-life to disruption for low mass ratio systems is then
τ1/2 = 63.8 ± 1.2 days.
As shown in Fig. 7 and also shown in a simple binning of
the data as done in Table 2, there is a trend in the disruption
time with the mass ratio. The lower the mass ratio the shorter
the median time to disruption. This is a direct result of the
added energy necessary to initially fission lower mass ratio sys-
tems. Higher mass ratio systems experience lower average ec-
centricity, explore their orbital phase space more slowly, and
thus can find disruption orbits on much longer timescales. A
stronger trend than the dependence on mass ratio is the depen-
dance on primary shape ratio. The lower the primary shape ra-
tio the shorter the median time to disruption, despite the energy
necessary for rotationally fissioning a system decreasing with
a smaller primary shape ratio Scheeres (2007). This relatively
small effect is strongly counteracted by the increase in the size
of the second order terms in the gravitational potential, which
increase the coupling of the spin and orbit states. The spin-orbit
coupling through these non-spherical gravitational terms is how
energy is transferred into the orbit from the rotation states even-
tually disrupting the system. A useful analogy is the time it
takes Theseus to escape the Cretan Labyrinth; the number of
exits from the maze and the speed at which Theseus explores
different passages increases with the decreasing mass ratio and
2All statistics reported from the model are given as ### and describe quantile
statistics that enclose 50% of the data, since the underlying distribution is un-
known. In the normal script is the median value, and then in the subscript is the
25th percentile and in the superscript is the 75th percentile.
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decreasing primary shape ratio of the chaotic asteroid binary.
These trends are nonlinear and appear logarithmic. The disrup-
tion time appears to a approach a constant value as the mass
ratio and primary shape ratio approach zero. There appears to
be no or a very weak trend in the disruption time with secondary
shape ratio.
The disruption timescales for rotationally fissioned systems
are very short compared to the YORP timescales for fissioning
the primary again before the system disrupts. This is true even
for systems with primaries that are more rotationally symmetric
than any of the observed primaries of binary asteroid systems.
Stabilization of the secondary via collision with more material
fissioned from the primary would require extremely (and unob-
served) large YORP accelerations and hence very short YORP
timescales. Something else must happen to the system before
disruption, in order to form synchronous binaries. We hypoth-
esize from our numerical modeling that this process is spin fis-
sion of the secondary.
[Table 2]
3.5. Secondary Spin Fission
Rotational fission rests on the premise that asteroids are “rub-
ble piles,” and so this naturally leads to the assumption that the
primary and secondary members of the chaotic binary formed
from rotational fission are also “rubble piles.” During the evo-
lution of the two-body system, spin-orbit coupling can increase
the spin rate of the secondary such that it undergoes rotational
fission of its “rubble pile” structure. Both asteroids undergo
surface fission at similar rotation rates, however because of the
large mass difference between the bodies they disrupt at very
different rotational kinetic energies. It takes much less energy
transferred via spin-orbit coupling to the secondary to fission
that body.
The most conservative scenario for secondary spin fission is
surface fission–the condition for a massless test particle rest-
ing on the surface of the secondary to become unbound. A
real massive component would become unbound at some lesser
condition as described in Appendix D. The full two-body in-
tegrator checked the surfaces of each asteroid as it evolved for
this condition at every time step, and then implements Brent’s
method (a bracketed root finding method) to determine the time
and state of the system when the condition is first satisfied.
During the evolution of the 443 low mass ratio systems sim-
ulated above, 178 undergo surface fission of the secondary be-
fore orbital disruption. That is 40± 4% of the modeled systems
(uncertainties attained using the Wilson Score Confidence In-
terval). Secondary surface fission is a conservative limit that
corresponds to the spin rate necessary to place a massless test
particle on the surface of the original body into orbit. If these
secondaries have “rubble pile” geophysics then they would sec-
ondary fission at lower spin rates Scheeres (2007). This hypoth-
esis is pursued later in the numerical simulations discussed in
Section 3.6.
[Figure 8]
In Fig. 8, those systems are shown as crosses at the time of
secondary fission, while those that did not secondary fission are
shown as dots at the time of disruption. For those systems that
underwent secondary fission, the median time to surface fission
was 5112827 hours. Those systems that take the longest to disrupt
are also the most likely to go through secondary fission. Spin-
orbit coupling transfers free energy throughout the system tem-
porarily storing it in different reservoirs such as the spin states
of the bodies at different times. If too much energy is stored in
certain kinetic energy reservoirs, the system can be irreversibly
changed. These two reservoirs are: the spin energy of the sec-
ondary and the relative translational energy of the bodies. If
too much energy is stored in the translational energy the system
will disrupt, and if too much energy is stored in the spin of the
secondary than the secondary will fission. Fission of the pri-
mary is theoretically possible, however it was never observed
in the numerical experiments. While the rotation rate needed
to surface fission the primary is the same as the secondary–the
surface fission rate only depends on density (Scheeres, 2007),
the rotational kinetic energy necessary to achieve that rotation
rate is much higher, and a transfer of this much energy into the
rotation state of the primary does not occur.
Fig. 8 also shows how the likelihood of secondary fission
depends on the three parameters in the simulation. The fraction
and errors shown in the plots on the right hand side of Fig. 8
are given for bins of width 0.025 for mass ratio and 0.05 for
each of the shape ratios and were calculated using the Wil-
son Score Confidence Interval. The fission fraction decreases
with increasing mass ratio, which follows naturally from the
decreasing amount of energy necessary to initially rotationally
fission the original body. If there is less energy to transfer via
spin-orbit coupling through the binary system, then there will
be less energy to momentarily store in the rotation reservoir of
the secondary. The fission fraction decreases with larger sec-
ondary shape ratio. The smaller second order gravitational po-
tential terms of the secondary lower the coupling of the spin
state to the orbit state decreasing the ability of energy to be
transferred into the rotation rate of the secondary. The fission
fraction decreases with smaller primary shape ratio for a very
related reason. The increased spin-orbit coupling of the primary
to the orbit increases the energy transferred into the orbit and in-
creases the semi-major axis so that the secondary is prevented
from being rotationally accelerated.
3.6. Chaotic Ternaries
Secondary spin fission drastically alters the evolution of the
system. After secondary fission, the asteroid system is now a
chaotic ternary. These systems could stabilize via tidal dissipa-
tion into the observed ternary asteroid systems, but more likely
one of the secondaries will either exit the system: further stabi-
lizing the orbit of the secondary through removal of energy and
angular momentum, or impact the primary: increasing its spin
rate and potentially creating an equatorial bulge. This process
provides a route to the creation of synchronous binaries.
Secondary fission often occurs when the orbit of the sec-
ondary is at pericenter and the location of the fission is on the
interior (primary facing) side of the secondary. The fissioned
material will be at apoapse of a new orbit with periapse close
to or inside the primary and so this material will quickly impact
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the primary. These impacts have speeds < 1 m/s, and so will not
disrupt the primary, but may re-organize it’s shape. This mech-
anism may be responsible for forming the observed equatorial
bulges seen in the near-Earth asteroid population, specifically
primaries of synchronous binaries and fast-spinning, single as-
teroids. Impacts are modeled to conserve angular momentum
and mass, and the collision is treated as inelastic as described
in Appendix E.
The remainder of the secondary still in orbit is now at peri-
apse of a new larger orbit that is more stable. The secondary
fission may repeat many times during the evolution of a sys-
tem. The model also incorporates tidal effects including solar
gravitational perturbations and mutual body tides, which work
over time to circularize and synchronize the secondary to create
the observed synchronous binaries. The gravitational effects of
the Sun on the mutual orbit provide important stability to the
system during the transition period between chaotic evolution
and quasi-steady state evolution dominated by mutual tidal dis-
sipation.
This process was modeled using the full two-body integra-
tor, as above and initial rotational fission component mass ra-
tios were drawn from a flat distribution between 0.01 and 0.2
to capture the complete low mass ratio regime. After the ini-
tial rotational fission the secondary is treated as “rubble pile”
itself with initial component mass ratios chosen from a flat dis-
tribution between 0.01 and 0.993. The asteroid is treated as a
hierarchical structure as depicted in Fig. 2, only the next . Un-
til the secondary fission condition is met, each component of
the binary is treated as a coherent dynamical body. Once the
secondary fission condition is met, then the system becomes a
chaotic ternary. After one of the chaotic ternary members is
ejected from the system or impacts another member, then the
smaller of the two remaining members is once again treated as
a “rubble pile” with a component mass ratio chosen from a flat
distribution with an appropriate upper limit and subject to the
secondary fission condition.
The exact condition for secondary fission is described for
the case of a primary tri-axial ellipsoid and a secondary com-
posed of two spheres in Appendix D. The motion of the chaotic
ternary, which is made of one tri-axial ellipsoid and two spheres
is determined by the three-body integrator described in Ap-
pendix B. This integrator includes the effect of solar gravita-
tional perturbations for a circular orbit about the Sun at 1 AU
and mutual body tides between the primary and each of the
satellites. The three-body system is highly chaotic and rapidly
explores its phase space. There are four possible outcomes to
this state: stable ternary system, collision between the spheri-
cal bodies, impact of one spherical member onto the tri-axial
primary, and escape of one of the spherical bodies.
526 systems were evolved for 1000 years unless the system
disrupts or the components impact each other. The model de-
fines stable ternary systems as those that last until the end of the
simulation, 1000 years (∼ 104 disruption timescales). Since two
3A flat distribution across all possible values is the simplest assumption. In
Section 3.5, we chose the more conservative assumption that results in higher
secondary fission ratios given by Appendix G.
of the three members are perfect spheres not all of the dynam-
ics are captured by the three-body integrator and these systems
are stable in only a limited sense. The three remaining paths
are diagrammed in Fig. 10. The first path is ejection of one of
the satellites. This results in a binary system with a spherical
secondary, but to capture the spin-orbit coupling the secondary
is then given some small prolate-ness and a new internal “rub-
ble pile” structure (shape and mass ratios are randomly drawn
from the same initial, flat distributions). The dynamics are then
returned to the two-body integrator and the system continues to
be evolved. The second path from a chaotic ternary to a chaotic
binary is impact of one component of the secondary onto the
primary. These impacts occurs at low speeds < 1 m/s. When
this occurs the mass and angular momentum are conserved and
the collision is treated as inelastic as described in Appendix E.
The third path is impact of the two satellites with each other
and these impacts are treated in the same way. From simula-
tion, the impact velocities of both of these impacts suggest that
single re-shaped asteroids are a more likely outcome rather than
fragmentation. These velocities are described later in this work.
After a binary system has gone through secondary fission,
it will have lost energy which raises the semi-major axis and
thereby increasing the periapsis distance. The higher-order
gravitational effects responsible for spin-orbit coupling are
strongest at periapse, and so these systems will not be as af-
fected by spin-orbit coupling. However, the system will often
still be eccentric and solar gravitational perturbations are impor-
tant for stabilizing and destabilizing these systems. Solar tides
will change the energy and angular momentum of the system
and when they stabilize the orbit they do so by expanding the
pericenter and lowering the apocenter, which keeps the system
from impact and disruption.
[Figure 9]
After 1000 years of evolution, 8 ± 2% of low mass ratio sys-
tems are stable binaries, 67 ± 3% of simulated systems disrupt
and become asteroid pairs, and 25 ± 3% of the simulations end
with the secondary impacting the primary at modest speeds cre-
ating re-shaped asteroids. While ternaries exist in some simu-
lations for a number of years, none of the systems remain as
stable ternaries; this sets an upper limit on the likelihood of sta-
ble ternary formation at 0.3 ± 0.3% for our simplified model.
These intervals capture the statistical or random errors but do
not include systematic effects from broad assumptions such as
the internal components size distribution (we assumed a flat dis-
tribution). Other systematics such as the assumption of pla-
narity and a full body model for the three body system will
be developed in the future. There is also another route to sta-
ble ternaries, where the primary of a stable binary goes through
YORP-induced fission and the system may evolve such that this
new ternary system does not disrupt. These systems were not
modeled here.
[Figure 10]
Secondary fission is a dominant process–64±3% of low mass
ratio systems go through it at least once. Secondary fission cre-
ates a chaotic ternary that evolves back into a binary via one
of the three routes. One of the secondaries impacts the primary
51±3% of the time. Otherwise, one of the secondaries is ejected
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from the system 28± 2% of the time, or the secondaries collide
in orbit about the primary 21 ± 2% of the time. All of the these
chaotic ternary processes dissipate energy and produce more
stable binaries.
Collisions between the secondaries of a ternary system occur
in 17±3% of low mass ratio systems at least once. Impacts also
occur on 83±3% of low mass ratio primaries via either a ternary
component impact after a secondary fission or collision with the
secondary in a binary. Each of the three collision processes has
a unique velocity structure shown in the top plot of Fig. 11. The
median velocity, as well as first and third quartiles are listed in
Table 3 for all three processes. Each type of impact has a unique
tangential velocity, but similar perpendicular velocities.
[Table 3]
The bottom two plots of Fig. 11 compare the impact veloc-
ities that occur in the model to catastrophic disruption limits
derived elsewhere. The triangles and dots are piled up in both
plots. The middle plot shows the total velocity of the impactor
relative to the target and compares this value to the catastrophic
disruption velocity of Stewart and Leinhardt (2009). The upper
line is the critical velocity for projectiles much smaller than the
target, which corresponds with impacts onto the primary of ei-
ther the binary (triangle) and ternary (dot) systems. The lower
line is the critical velocity for nearly equal size projectile and
target. The collisions between secondaries of ternary systems
do not fall entirely into either domain; they have mass ratios
between 0.01 and 0.99. From this analysis a minority of colli-
sions may undergo catastrophic disruption, however analysis of
the specific energy of these collisions leads to the opposite con-
clusion. The bottom plot of Fig. 11 shows the specific energy
of each impact and compares this to the catastrophic disrup-
tion limits derived by others. The two curved and dotted lines
indicate models that include both internal strength and self-
gravity, the two dashed lines only include self-gravity, and the
dot-dashed line represent the self-potential energy of the target
for reference. With the exception of a single impact, these col-
lisions do not catastrophically disrupt the target body, but will
re-arrange material on the surface. For impacts on the primary,
material will preferentially impact the equator and we hypothe-
size that it creates the commonly observed equatorial bulge and
should fill in gravitational potential lows circularizing the body
and further stabilizing the dynamics.
[Figure 11]
3.7. Stable Binaries
[Figure 12]
There are 41 systems out of 526 forming stable binaries at the
end of the post-rotational fission dynamical simulation. They
have a median mass ratio of 0.0030.0080.001 and a median semi-major
axis of 3.36.02.6 primary radii. The distribution of semi-major axes
is shown in the top panel of Fig. 13. There is an excess of large
semi-major axes compared to the observed systems, however
the BYORP effect has not been taken into account, and it will
move the semi-major axis of nominally half of these systems
inward. The output binary systems also have eccentricities with
a median of 0.320.450.15 that will also be tidally damped over time.
[Figure 13]
The median primary rotation period is 3.94.63.5 hours and are
shown in the middle plot of Fig. 13. Compared to the observed
systems, the modeled primaries are spinning slowly, however
the YORP effect will continue to spin up the primary and while
this effect operates on a timescale longer than the simulation,
the YORP timescale is short compared to the lifetime of the
asteroid system.
The secondaries have fast spin periods, spun up via spin-orbit
coupling; the median secondary spin period is 2.83.72.1 hours. The
distribution is shown in the lowest panel of Fig. 13. 29± 5% of
secondaries are retrograde after the chaotic phase. The critical
disruption limit only includes mass ratios > 0.01, which corre-
sponds to secondaries & 100 m in radius, which are either co-
herent bodies with internal strength or “rubble piles” bound by
cohesive forces. The stable binaries output by the simulation
spin too fast compared to the observed synchronous binaries,
however tidal dissipation will synchronize these systems.
[Figure 14]
The timescale for a low mass ratio secondary of a binary as-
teroid system to evolve to the synchronous state, τtidal, is esti-
mated by dividing the spin rate, ω, by the magnitude of the tidal
acceleration of the secondary, |ω˙tidal|.
τtidal =
ω
|ω˙tidal| =
Q
5k
(
ω
Gpiρ
)
a6 (1)
where k = 10−5 is the tidal Love number, Q = 100 is the
quality factor, G is the gravitational constant, ρ = 2 g cm−3
is the asteroid average density, a is the binary system semi-
major axis in units of primary radii (Goldreich, 1963; Goldreich
and Soter, 1966). Assuming rubble pile geophysics, eccentric-
ity will damp for all mass ratios (Goldreich and Sari, 2009).
The secondaries, due to their much smaller dimensions and
slower relative spin rate, tidally damp before the primary and
create synchronous binaries (Goldreich and Sari, 2009). As-
suming a primary radius of 1 km, the median estimate of the
tidal spin-down timescale for the created synchronous binaries
is 1.6 × 105 1.7×1063.0×104 years, as shown in Fig. 14. The analytic the-
ory of Goldreich and Sari (2009) predicts a median timescale
for the observed synchronous asteroid population within an or-
der of magnitude of the simulated systems, 1.7 × 105 2.6×1051.1×105
years, but a very different dispersion. This dispersion is the re-
sult of a few simulated systems having very large and very small
secondary spin periods. Those systems with very small sec-
ondary spin periods may not synchronize within their lifetime
in the NEA population and may be observed as asynchronous,
high-e binaries, however these systems seem to only exist for
very low mass ratio.
The YORP effect will also evolve the spin state of the pri-
mary and secondary, however the YORP effect will be stronger
on the smaller secondary and potentially match the timescale
for tidal synchronization. The evolution of the secondary may
follow three paths depending on the relative directions and
strengths of the YORP effect and tides. Firstly, tides and YORP
act in the same direction lowering the timescale to synchroniza-
tion. Once the system is synchronized, the YORP effect will not
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be able to remove it from that state, because the YORP torques
will be much less than the gravity gradient at the separation dis-
tances of the observed and simulated systems. The YORP effect
may provide a small source of angular momentum through the
secondary to the system creating a small leading offset in the
orientation of the secondary and very slowly evolving the orbit.
The other two ways in which the secondary may evolve occur
when the YORP effect and tides. If tides dominate in strength,
then the system will synchronize and the YORP effect will act
as a small sink of angular momentum causing the system sepa-
ration to shrink and a small trailing offset in the orientation of
the secondary. If the YORP effect dominates, then synchroniza-
tion may never occur and the BYORP effect will never evolve
the system. Tides will continue to expand the system, but the
YORP effect will keep the secondaries rapidly rotating. This
last path may be responsible for the as asynchronous, high-e
binary systems as well, but without the mass ratio dependance
apparent in the previously mentioned source of high-e binaries.
The chaotic evolution of low mass ratio systems including
the effects of secondary fission and the ensuing consequences
of impacts and escapes drastically changes the initial spin rate
of the secondary for the classical tidal theory, which assumes
that the secondary starts at the spin fission limit. Chaotic evolu-
tion of the secondary appears as a random walk in spin rate. If
the secondary walks to higher spin rates it will eventually spin
fission, and the random walk will be reset for each of the sec-
ondaries. If it walks to slower spin rates, then when the system
evolves into classical tidal evolution, the system will de-spin on
a shorter timescale. This would be true of all stable binaries
output by the dynamical model, however some systems form
stable binaries with large semi-major axes. Classical tidal dis-
sipation is inversely related to the separation distance to the
sixth power, and so these systems may only be a factor of a
few larger in semi-major axis, but that translates into a differ-
ence of over two orders of magnitude in tidal dissipation rates.
Those systems that take longer than or similarly to the lifetime
of an NEA system (∼ 107 years) to synchronize do not become
synchronous binaries, instead they become the rarer high-e bi-
naries.
Once a system is synchronized, the BYORP effect can con-
tract or expand their orbit. Synchronous binaries disrupt once
the orbit has expanded to the Hill radius creating asteroid pairs.
The BYORP effect can also contract the orbit to the stabil-
ity limit leading to the secondary impacting the primary, re-
shaping the body due to the primary’s rapid rotation rate and
creating re-shaped asteroids (McMahon and Scheeres, 2010a).
Thus, low mass ratio evolution after rotational fission is respon-
sible for creating synchronous binaries, high-e binaries, aster-
oid pairs, re-shaped primaries, and potentially ternaries.
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3.8. Asteroid Pairs
YORP induced fission is a significant source of asteroid
pairs (Pravec et al., 2010). Simulated disrupted systems also
escape with low escape velocities similar to those modeled for
asteroid pairs. The primary spin periods of observed asteroid
pairs have a very characteristic dependance on mass ratio. This
dependence is captured naturally by the rotational fission pro-
cess as shown in Fig. 15–the dots are the primaries of simulated
disrupted systems and the crosses are observed asteroids.
[Figure 15]
4. Discussion
This is not the first rotational fission model for asteroid bi-
nary systems (Pravec and Harris, 2007; Scheeres, 2007; Walsh
et al., 2008; Holsapple, 2010), but this rotational fission model
explains all observed NEA systems and constructs the entire life
history of NEA systems into one coherent theory. This theory
agrees with previous authors that the progenitors of the NEA
population are disrupted critically spinning asteroids, and that
the YORP effect forces asteroids through an effective random
walk up to that disruption limit, or away towards the slow rota-
tor population, although eventually slow rotators may be spun
back up in the other direction or tumbling might prevent this.
Unlike previously presented rotational fission theories for bi-
nary asteroids, this work modeled the evolution of disrupted
systems over long timescales and concluded that these systems
always disrupt. In order to prevent disruption, these systems
need to transfer energy out of the orbit of the system into the
spin energy of the bodies, either to stay or be dissipated. In
the Walsh et al. (2008) model the energy is dissipated via ac-
cretion of more material onto the secondary. This material is
from subsequent rotational fission of the primary after the ini-
tial rotational fission. However, we discover that rotational fis-
sioned systems disrupt on timescales longer (∼ 102 to 103 or-
bits) than the Walsh et al. (2008) model allows the system to
evolve (∼ 5 orbits) before implementing an impulsive YORP
torque on the primary, but on timescales much shorter than the
equivalent natural YORP torque would take to develop (& 106
orbits, estimated from the YORP timescale).
The dynamical model is scale independent and so predicts
that binary formation occurs at the same rate across the entire
size distribution of NEAs, but other non-incorporated effects
begin to play an important role. Bodies < 100 m in radius
may be dominated by cohesive forces so the “rubble pile” ap-
proximation no longer applies (Scheeres et al., 2010b). This
would reproduce the observed disappearance of the spin bar-
rier at small size scales (Pravec and Harris, 2007). The YORP
effect depends on the radius of the body to the second power,
so at large sizes (> 10 km) the timescale of the YORP effect
approaches the NEA lifetime. These effects create a range of
sizes for which we expect binary asteroids to be formed from
rotational fission in: 0.1 to 10 km. This agrees well with the
sizes of the observed binary NEA population–between 0.3 and
3 km Pravec and Harris (2007), although the upper limit may
also be set by small number statistics rather than the YORP
timescale.
This formation mechanism predicts asteroid pairs amongst
the NEA population. These will be harder to detect than their
counterparts amongst the small Main Belt asteroid population,
since the orbit scattering time is much shorter due to interac-
tions with the inner planets, and since the progenitors are typ-
ically smaller, the secondary member of each pair will have a
small absolute size (< 100 m), which makes orbit determina-
tion difficult. In the small Main Belt asteroid pair population,
this theory agrees with the already accepted idea that each pair
is formed in a rotational fission event Pravec et al. (2010).
Shortcomings of the above model fall into two camps: un-
known parameters and computational shortcuts. Geophysical
parameters including the tidal Love number and the tidal qual-
ity number have significant uncertainties. In the model above,
we were forced to assume a flat initial mass ratio, essentially
the internal component mass distribution, since the actual dis-
tribution is unknown. Computationally, we took a number of
shortcuts to reduce complexity and computational time includ-
ing very simple impact physics, first-order tidal models, and
second-order gravity. These assumptions probably had only a
small impact on the efficiencies in the code. The largest com-
putational time saver was the assumption of a planar system–
an assumption supported by the high angular momentum con-
tent of rotationally fissioned asteroids, but this assumption re-
moves an energy dissipation mechanism. When these systems
fission, the components will most likely not be rotating about
their principal axes. Thus, each component may damp energy
through internal torques induced from non-prinicipal axis ro-
tation. This model has the ability to be improved with more
observations and more complete physics, however we feel that
none will change the overall conclusions regarding the evolu-
tionary tracks, but they will have an impact on the efficiencies
of the different pathways.
5. Conclusion
The evolution of NEA systems is driven by four important
processes: initial rotational fission, secondary fission, impacts,
and solar gravitational perturbations. The lower the mass ra-
tio, the faster the spin rate required for initial rotational fission,
and thus the more energy in the eventual binary system. The
free energy transitions from positive to negative at a mass ratio
of 0.2 for the spherical end state, this divides the evolution of
rotationally fissioned systems into two paths as shown in Fig.
1. Secondary fission can occur before low mass ratio systems
are ejected. Enough energy is transferred to the secondary via
spin-orbit coupling so that it undergoes rotational fission and
creates a chaotic ternary as shown in Fig. 2. Secondary fis-
sion grows increasingly likely as mass ratio decreases, since
the initial energy in the system increases and rotational energy
transferred to the secondary is more effective on a less massive
secondary. Chaotic ternaries are formed from secondary fission
and evolve quickly back into a chaotic binary state, however im-
pacts dissipate energy and produce more stable binaries. Escape
of ternary members can also stabilize the system. Solar gravita-
tional perturbations are important in changing the eccentricity
and are responsible for both stabilizing and destabilizing binary
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systems. NEAs are actively evolving systems driven by these
four processes and the observed asteroid classes are stages in
this evolution.
Radiative processes dominate the evolution of the NEA pop-
ulation from the Yarkovsky effect which drives small Main Belt
asteroids into resonances with Jupiter pushing them into the
NEA population, to the YORP effect which dominates their
spin evolution and forces them to disrupt forming asteroid sys-
tems, to the BYORP effect which drives these systems back
together or apart. The lives of NEAs are exciting–each asteroid
may go through many iterations of the cycle shown in Fig. 1
taking different paths each time.
Appendix A. Derivation of the Two-Body Equations of
Motion
The equations of motion of the two-body system will be de-
rived from the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion modified to
account for mutual body tides and then placed in the rotating
coordinate frame of a body encircling the Sun at 1 AU to ac-
count for solar tides (using the Hill approximation).
The two-body integrator models the system as two tri-axial
ellipsoids, E1 and E2, expanded to 2nd order in their moments
of inertia. A relative coordinate system with four degrees of
freedom is defined: r is the separation distance between the
centers of mass of the two bodies, θ tracks the rotation of the
line connecting the centers of mass relative to an inertial frame,
and φn tracks the rotation of the body n with respect to the line
connecting the centers of mass. Figure A.16 shows a schematic
of the two-body coordinate system. In order to track the rotation
of a body in an inertial frame, ψn, the two coordinates would
need to be added ψn = θ + φn.
[Figure A16]
The density of each body is ρ = 2 g/cc–a typical density for
small bodies in the solar system. Each tri-axial ellipsoid is a
prolate body with axes αn > βn = γn, where γn is oriented
along the rotation axis. All rotation axes are aligned, thus all
motion is constrained to a plane.
The kinetic energy of the system T has four independent de-
grees of freedom when written in the relative coordinate sys-
tem:
T =
1
2
m
(
r˙2 + r2θ˙2
)
+
1
2
2∑
n=1
Inz
(
φ˙n + θ˙
)2
(A.1)
where m is the reduced mass of the system and Ini is the moment
of inertia of body n along axis i.
The potential energy V used is a 2nd order expansion in the
moments of inertia corresponding to tri-axial ellipsoids, and has
three independent degrees of freedom when written in the rela-
tive coordinate system:
V = −GM1M2
r
{
1 +
1
2r2
[
I¯1 + I¯2 − 32
(
I¯1x + I¯1y + I¯2x + I¯2y
− cos (2φ1)
(
I¯1y − I¯1x
)
− cos (2φ2)
(
I¯2y − I¯2x
))]}
(A.2)
where Mn is the mass of body n, I¯n is the sum of the reduced
(mass normalized) inertial moments of body n, and I¯ni is the
reduced (mass normalized) moment of inertia of body n along
axis i.
The modified Euler-Lagrange equations of motion for this
system:
d
dt
(
∂L
∂q˙
)
=
∂L
∂q
− Γq (A.3)
where the tidal torque term Γq appears only in the relative spin
coordinate equations as Γφ1 or Γφ2 , and is zero for all others,
Γr = Γθ = 0. This tidal torque is responsible for dissipating
energy in the form of heat. The exact form of the tidal torque is
discussed in Appendix C.
The Euler-Lagrange equation of motion for the separation
distance r is solved straightforwardly for r¨:
r¨ = rθ˙2 − Vr
m
(A.4)
where Vr is the partial derivative of the potential energy with
respect to the separation distance r:
Vr =
GM1M2
r2
(
1 +
3
2r2
(
I¯1 + I¯2 − 32
(
I¯1x + I¯1y + I¯2x + I¯2y
− cos (2φ1)
(
I¯1y − I¯1x
)
− cos (2φ2)
(
I¯2y − I¯2x
))))
(A.5)
Since the Lagrangian does not depend directly on θ, the right-
hand side of the orbital Euler-Lagrange equation of motion is
zero and so the it becomes a statement of the conservation of
angular momentum:
d
dt
(
I1z φ˙1 + I2z φ˙2 + Izθ˙
)
= 0 (A.6)
where Iz = I1z + I2z + mr
2 and is an abbreviation for the system
or polar moment of inertia.
The modified Euler-Lagrange equations of motion for the rel-
ative spin coordinates φn for each body n:
Inz φ¨n + Inz θ¨ = −Vφn − Γn (A.7)
where Vφn is the partial derivative of the potential energy with
respect to the relative spin coordinate φn:
Vφn =
3
2
(GM1M2
r3
) (
I¯ny − I¯nx
)
sin (2φn) (A.8)
The modified Euler-Lagrange equations of motion for the an-
gular coordinates can be arranged in a matrix representation: I1z 0 I1z0 I2z I2zI1z I2z Iz

 φ¨1φ¨2
θ¨
 =
 −Γ1 − Vφ1−Γ2 − Vφ2−2mrr˙θ˙
 (A.9)
Solving all three angular equations of motion simultaneously
gives the equations of motion for the individual angular coordi-
nates:
θ¨ = −2r˙θ˙
r
+
Γ1 + Γ2 + Vφ1 + Vφ2
mr2
(A.10)
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φ¨1 =
2r˙θ˙
r
− Γ1 + Γ2 + Vφ1 + Vφ2
mr2
− Γ1 + Vφ1
I1z
(A.11)
φ¨2 =
2r˙θ˙
r
− Γ1 + Γ2 + Vφ1 + Vφ2
mr2
− Γ2 + Vφ2
I2z
(A.12)
These relative equations of motion are in the orbiting refer-
ence frame of the asteroid system. This system can be trans-
formed to the inertial frame of the Sun via Hill’s approxima-
tion; planar motion has already been assumed, but we also now
assume a circular heliocentric orbit:
r¨s = r¨ + 3n2r cos θ + 2nrθ˙ (A.13)
θ¨s = θ¨ − 2nr˙ (A.14)
where n is the mean motion of the asteroid system about the
Sun.Thus, the equations of motion for the two-body integrator
are:
r¨s = rθ˙2 − Vrm + 2nrθ˙ + 3n
2r cos θ (A.15)
θ¨s = −2r˙θ˙r +
Γ1 + Γ2 + Vφ1 + Vφ2
mr2
− 2nr˙ (A.16)
φ¨1 =
2r˙θ˙
r
− Γ1 + Γ2 + Vφ1 + Vφ2
mr2
− Γ1 + Vφ1
I1z
(A.17)
φ¨2 =
2r˙θ˙
r
− Γ1 + Γ2 + Vφ1 + Vφ2
mr2
− Γ2 + Vφ2
I2z
(A.18)
Appendix B. Derivation of the Three-Body Equations of
Motion
The equations of motion of the three-body system will be
derived from the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion modified
to account for mutual body tides and then placed in the rotat-
ing coordinate frame of a body encircling the Sun at 1 AU to
account for solar tides (Hill approximation). The mutual body
tide between the two smallest members is neglected.
The three body integrator models the system as one tri-axial
ellipsoid, E1, and two spheres, S 2 and S 3. The system is de-
scribed in an inertial cartesian coordinate system with nine co-
ordinates. Each body n has three coordinates: xn and yn track
the body’s center of mass and ψn tracks the rotation angle. Fig-
ure B.17 shows a schematic of the three-body coordinate sys-
tem.
[Figure B17]
The rotation ψm, orbital angle θ1m and relative spin angles
φ1m of the sphere m are shown schematically in Fig. B.18 and
are related:
φ1m = θ1m − ψ1 = arctan
(
ym − y1
xm − x1
)
− ψ1 (B.1)
[Figure B18]
The density of each body is ρ = 2 g/cc–a typical density for
small bodies in the solar system. The tri-axial ellipsoid is a
prolate body with axes α1 > β1 = γ1, where γ1 is oriented
along the rotation axis. The spheres are defined by a radius Rm.
All rotation axes are aligned, thus all motion is constrained to a
plane.
The kinetic energy of the system T has nine independent de-
grees of freedom when written in the cartesian/angular coordi-
nate system:
T =
1
2
3∑
n=1
Mn
(
x˙2n + y˙
2
n + I¯nψ˙
2
n
)
(B.2)
where I¯n is the sum of the reduced (mass normalized) inertial
moments of body n.
The potential energy V used for the primary is a 2nd order
expansion in the moments of inertia corresponding to a tri-axial
ellipsoid, and each of the secondaries is a Keplerian potential
corresponding to a sphere. The potential energy has 7 indepen-
dent degrees of freedom when written in the cartesian/angular
coordinate system:
V = −GM2M3
r23
−GM1M2
r12
1 + 12r212
[
I¯1 − 32
(
I¯1x + I¯1y − cos (2φ12)
(
I¯1y − I¯1x
))]
−GM1M3
r13
1 + 12r213
[
I¯1 − 32
(
I¯1x + I¯1y − cos (2φ13)
(
I¯1y − I¯1x
))]
(B.3)
where I¯ni is the reduced (mass normalized) moment of inertia
of body n along axis i and rnm is:
rnm =
√
(xn − xm)2 + (yn − ym)2 (B.4)
The Euler-Lagrange equations of motion for the cartesian co-
ordinates are simply solved for x¨ and y¨:
x¨n =
1
Mn
∂V
∂xn
y¨n =
1
Mn
∂V
∂yn
(B.5)
The modified Euler-Lagrange equation of motion for the an-
gular coordinate of the primary can be solved for the ψ¨1:
ψ¨1 =
1
I1
(
dV
dψ1
− Γ21 − Γ31
)
(B.6)
There are two tidal torques, Γm1, from each spherical body m
onto the primary. These tidal torques are responsible for dis-
sipating energy in the form of heat. The tidal torque depends
linearly on the relative spin angle rate, φ˙1m, and inversely on
the distance between the bodies, r1m to the fifth power. The ex-
act form of the tidal torque is discussed in Section Appendix
C.
The modified Euler-Lagrange equations of motion for the an-
gular coordinates of the spheres are solved:
ψ¨m =
1
Im
Γ1m (B.7)
where there is only one tidal torque, Γ1m, acting on each spheri-
cal body from the primary. The tidal torque between the spher-
ical bodies is neglected. These tidal torques are responsible for
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dissipating energy in the form of heat. The tidal torque depends
linearly on the relative spin angle rate, φ˙m, and inversely on the
distance between the bodies, r1m to the fifth power. The exact
form of the tidal torque is discussed in Section Appendix C.
These relative equations of motion are in the orbiting refer-
ence frame of the asteroid system. This system can be trans-
formed to the inertial frame of the Sun via Hill’s approxima-
tion; planar motion has already been assumed, but we also now
assume a circular heliocentric orbit:
x¨ns = x¨n + 2ny˙n + 3n2 x˙n (B.8)
y¨ns = y¨n − 2nx˙n (B.9)
ψ¨ns = ψ¨n (B.10)
where n is the mean motion of the asteroid system about the
Sun.Thus, the equations of motion for the two-body integrator
are:
x¨ns =
1
Mn
∂V
∂xn
+ 2ny˙n + 3n2 x˙n (B.11)
y¨ns =
1
Mn
∂V
∂yn
− 2nx˙n (B.12)
ψ¨1s =
1
I1
(
dV
dψ1
− Γ21 − Γ31
)
(B.13)
ψ¨ms =
1
Im
Γ1m (B.14)
Appendix C. Derivation of the Tidal Theory
The model applies the classical tidal torque presented in Mur-
ray and Dermott (1999) for a spherical (point source) satellite j
acting on a spherical body i:
Γi = sign
(
φ˙i
) 3
2
k
(
3
4piρi
)2 GM2i M2j
r6i jRi
sin(2i) (C.1)
where k is the tidal Love number and  is the tidal lag angle. Ri
is the radius of body i if it were a sphere of equal mass. The
tidal bulge is independent of the shape of the body. The sign of
φ˙i determines whether the tidal bulge is leading or trailing the
tide-raising satellite, which determines the direction of angular
momentum transfer between the orbit and the spin state. The
tidal lag angle can be related to the specific tidal dissipation
function Q, which describes how effective the body is at tidally
dissipating energy:
Q =
1
tan 2
≈ 1
2
(C.2)
However this classical torque presents a problem when φ˙i
changes through zero, which occurs for many of these systems
due to the chaotic nature of their evolution and the large spin-
orbit coupling. When φ˙i crosses zero, Γi changes sign instan-
taneously. This is unphysical since the bulge is a real phe-
nomenon and would have some finite crossing time. Instan-
taneous switching is a difficulty for numerical integration as
well. We introduce a modified torque that will linearize Γi when
φ˙i ≈ 0.
Γi =
 Γi |φ˙i| > δiΓi φ˙iδi |φ˙i| ≤ δi (C.3)
where δi is some small characteristic angular spin rate for body
i. We can derive an appropriate small characteristic angular spin
rate from the torque equation φ¨i = Γi/Iiz :
δi = ∆φ˙i =
Γi
Iiz
∆t (C.4)
where ∆t is some characteristic time, which can be derived from
the crossing time of a pressure (seismic) wave:
∆t =
∆l
∆v
(C.5)
where ∆l = 2Ri is the characteristic length scale of the body,
and ∆v is the pressure (seismic) wave velocity ci. The pressure
wave velocity can be found from the central pressure Pi:
ci =
√
Pi
ρi
=
√
2piGρi
3
Ri (C.6)
The small characteristic angular spin rate δi is now deter-
mined:
δi =
Γi
Iiz
2Ri
ci
=
Γi
Iiz
√
6
piGρi
(C.7)
This gives the modified tidal torque:
Γi =

sign
(
φ˙i
)
3
2k
(
3
4piρi
)2 GM2i M2j
r6i jRi
sin(2i) |φ˙i| > δi√
piGρi
6 Iiz φ˙i |φ˙i| ≤ δi
(C.8)
Appendix D. Secondary Fission Condition
The coordinate system is given in Fig. D.19, and the condi-
tion for secondary fission is:
[Figure D19]
~¨rR2B · rˆ2B > 0 (D.1)
~¨rR2B·rˆ2B = −
GMA
|~rAB|2 +|~r2B||Ω2|
2−
(
1 +
MB
MA
)−1 GM1
|~r1B|2
[
1 +
3
2|~r1B|2×(
I¯1 − 32
(
I¯1x + I¯1y + (I¯1x − I¯1y) cos 2ψ1B
))]
(rˆ1B · rˆ2B) − GM1|~r1A|2×[
1 +
3
2|~r1A|2
(
I¯1 − 32
(
I¯1x + I¯1y + (I¯1x − I¯1y) cos 2ψ1A
))]
(rˆ1A · rˆ2B)
(D.2)
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Appendix E. Impact Mass Redistribution
When the spherical secondary re-impacts the tri-axial pri-
mary, the mass of the secondary is placed onto the primary so
as to bring the surface closer to a geopotential along the equator
(oblate spheriod). The smaller β axis is increased by a height:
h =
R3s
αβ
(E.1)
where Rs is the radius of the secondary and α and β are the
original tri-axial axes.
Appendix F. Modeling Tidal Timescales
High mass ratio systems (mass ratio > 0.2) were evolved
from YORP induced rotational fission according to the two-
body integrator described exactly as above with the exception of
solar gravitational perturbations which were neglected for this
case. According to theory developed in Scheeres (2009b), if
the secondary does not undergo secondary fission and without
the influence of external events, then these systems will evolve
from their initial orbital state immediately after rotational fis-
sion to the doubly synchronous (relative equilibrium) state with
the same angular momentum. Mutual tidal dissipation naturally
weakens and eventually turns off as the system approaches and
reaches the doubly synchronous state.
The doubly synchronous state has lower energy than the ini-
tial state, and this energy is dissipated via mutual body tides.
After evolving each system for 104 years, some of the sys-
tems had reached the doubly synchronous state, and the time
that the energy dissipation rate went effectively to zero was
recorded as the time the system became a doubly synchronous
system. Many systems had not reached the doubly synchronous
state within 104 years, due to limited computation resources the
timescale for transformation to the doubly synchronous state
was determined by extrapolation. The energy dissipation as a
function of time for each system could be fit with a power law
(with greater than 99% confidence in the fit) and that power law
was than extrapolated to zero when the system would be in the
doubly synchronous state and there would be no more mutual
tidal energy dissipation.
Appendix G. Limit on the Mass Ratio of Next Secondary
Fission
Let there be a body made of two components M1 and M2.
The first component is made up of two components M11 and
M12, so that M11+M12 = M1. Without loss of generality assume
that:
M12 > M11 (G.1)
In order that the M2 component fission first the following con-
dition must be met:
M2 > M12 > M11 (G.2)
Divide by M1 to put in terms of mass ratio.
M2
M1
= q2 >
M12
M1
(G.3)
1
q2
<
M11
M12
+ 1 =
1
q12
+ 1 (G.4)
q12 <
q2
1 − q2 (G.5)
This condition is not a strong condition since it doesn’t require
the mass ratio of a future rotational fission event to decrease
after an initial rotational fission event.
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Mass Ratio
Bins 0 - 0.05 0.05 - 0.1 0.1 - 0.15 0.15 - 0.2
Time [Days] 265614 39
82
20 59
133
37 197
448
98
Primary
Shape Ratio
Bins
0.6 - 0.7 0.7 - 0.8 0.8 - 0.9 0.9 - 1.0
Time [Days] 356518 63
144
36 104
197
56 532
1758
270
Secondary
Shape Ratio
Bins
0.6 - 0.7 0.7 - 0.8 0.8 - 0.9 0.9 - 1.0
Time [Days] 5913228 54
163
24 45
127
23 39
91
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Table H.2: The median disruption time (in days) for four bins
of width 0.05 in mass ratio and 0.1 in shape ratio are tabulated.
In the subscript is the 25th percentile and in the superscript is
the 75th percentile of the data from each bin.
Impact Perpendicular Tangential
Type Velocity [cm/s] Velocity [cm/s]
Primary
Impact 13
22
7 59
66
51
Secondary
Impact 9
18
4 7
13
4
Binary
Impact 3
6
2 37
41
35
Table H.3: For each type of impact, the median impact veloci-
ties as well as the first and third quartiles are tabulated for the
perpendicular and tangential directions relative to the center of
mass of the impacting bodies in cm/s. Collisions between the
primary and one of the secondaries of a ternary are shown in
the first row, collisions between the secondaries of a ternary are
shown in the second row, and collisions between the primary
and secondary of a binary are shown in the third row.
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Morphology Observed Examples Description
Doubly Syn-
chronous
Binaries
Frostia, Hermes, and
Gavrilin (Behrend et al., 2006;
Margot et al., 2003; Higgins et al.,
2008)
All spin rotation periods are equivalent
to the orbital revolution period. Mass
ratios > 0.2.
Contact Bina-
ries
Castalia, Bacchus, and 2005
CR37 (Hudson and Ostro, 1994;
Benner et al., 1999, 2006)
Single asteroids with a bi-modal shape
appear as two similar-sized compo-
nents resting on each other. Compo-
nent mass ratios > 0.2.
Synchronous
Binaries
1999 KW4, 2000 DP107, and 2002
CE26 (Ostro et al., 2006; Margot
et al., 2002; Shepard et al., 2006)
Secondary spin rotation period is
equivalent to the orbital revolution pe-
riod. Primary is fast rotating and has
a characteristic oblate shape with an
equatorial bulge. Mass ratios < 0.2.
High-e Bina-
ries
2004 DC and 2003 YT1 (Taylor
et al., 2008; Nolan et al., 2004)
Mutual orbit is eccentric and secon-
daries may not be synchronous. Oth-
erwise resemble synchronous binaries.
Mass ratios < 0.2.
Ternaries 2001 SN263 and 1994 CC (Nolan
et al., 2008; Brozovic et al., 2009)
All three members are in the same
plane, and the primary resembles the
primary of the synchronous binary.
Mass ratios < 0.2.
Re-shaped As-
teroids
1999 RQ36 and 2008 EV5 (Nolan
et al., 2007; Busch et al., 2010)
Single asteroids that resemble the pri-
mary of the synchronous binary.
Table H.1: Examples of each observed NEA class according to a morphological classification scheme.
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Figure 1 Caption: Evolutionary tracks for an NEA. q is the
rotational fission component mass ratio. Arrows indicate the di-
rection of evolution along with the process propelling the evo-
lution and a typical timescale. Simple schematics show evolu-
tionary states, an underline indicates an observed asteroid class.
Stable ternaries are rare, and so their continued evolution is not
described here, although it should be noted that ternaries may
be formed via multiple primary fission events. It is important to
note that the eventual outcomes are single asteroids (re-shaped
asteroids, contact binaries, each member of asteroid pairs), so
this evolutionary process represents a binary cycle.
Figure 2 Caption: The upper right hand corner shows a moti-
vating image of Itokawa taken by the Hayabusa spacecraft (Im-
age courtesy of ISAS/JAXA). The cartoons document the low
mass ratio evolutionary model. Solid lines indicate surfaces and
dashed lines indicate “rubble-pile” internal substructure. The
“rubble pile” asteroid evolves from the upper left to bottom
left chaotic binary panel via a YORP-induced rotational fission
event. A secondary fission event occurs between the lower left
and lower middle panels creating a chaotic ternary system. One
of the components impacts the primary as the system evolves
from the lower middle to lower right panel forming a less ener-
getic, more stable binary system.
Figure 3 Caption: The semi-major axis a (solid line and left-
hand, vertical axis) and the eccentricity e (dotted line and right-
hand, vertical axis) are shown as a function of time for both a
1999 KW4-like system (top plot) and an Itokawa-like system
(bottom plot).
Figure 4 Caption: The rotational periods of the primary (solid
line) and the secondary (dotted line) are shown as a function
of time for both a 1999 KW4-like system (top plot) and an
Itokawa-like system (bottom plot). The dashed line is the pe-
riod (∼ 2.33 hours) for the surface disruption of a sphere of
density 2 g/cc.
Figure 5 Caption: The average separation distance between
the binary members measured in primary radii after 100 years
of evolution as a function of mass ratio for 150 systems. This
simulation does not allow secondary fission or include solar
gravity perturbations just evolves the system according to the
interactions of two aspherical bodies. The dark line indicates
the Hill radius (80.5 primary radii) of these systems at 1 AU,
crossing this radius is equivalent to escape for the needs of this
work.
Figure 6 Caption: The timescale for the tidal evolution to the
doubly synchronous state as a function of mass ratio. The nom-
inal ejection timescale from the NEA population is 107 years.
The black data points are the results of numerical modeling and
the black curve is a power law fit to those points.
Figure 7 Caption: Each point shows the time after initial rota-
tional fission for the simulated system to disrupt and each cross
indicates a system that survived 1, 000 years without disrupt-
ing. These simulations include tri-axial gravitational potentials,
mutual body tides and solar gravitational perturbations. In or-
der from top to bottom, the time to system disruption is shown
as a function of system mass ratio, primary shape ratio, and
secondary shape ratio.
Figure 8 Caption: These are the same systems as in Fig. 7
that disrupted, however now those systems that underwent sec-
ondary, surface fission are distinguished. In the left hand plots,
those system that go through surface fission before disruption
are shown as crosses at the time of secondary fission, while
those that did not secondary fission are shown as dots at the time
of disruption. The right hand plots show the fraction of systems
in each bin of width 0.025 for mass ratios and 0.05 for shape
ratios that underwent secondary, surface fission. The fraction
and errors were calculated using the Wilson Score Confidence
Interval. From top to bottom, The time to fission or disruption
and the fission fraction are shown as functions of mass ratio,
primary shape ratio and secondary shape ratio.
Figure 9 Caption: The perpendicular and tangential veloci-
ties in cm/s for every occurence of all the three types of im-
pacts occurring in the simulation: The dots represent primary
impacts–the collisions that occur between the primary and one
of the secondaries of a ternary system, the crosses represent
secondary impacts–the collisions that occur between secondary
and tertiary members of ternary systems, the triangles represent
binary impacts–the collisions that occur between secondary and
primary members of binary systems.
Figure 10 Caption: Chaotic ternary to binary loop via sec-
ondary fission and three ternary processes. Each process has a
schematic as well as the percent likelihood a system will fol-
low that path. All of these processes are dynamic and occur on
timescales much shorter than a year.
Figure 11 Caption: The type of each impact is represented
by the same symbols as in Fig. 9. The top plot shows the total
velocity in cm/s of each impact comparing them to the criti-
cal disruption velocities for rubble piles shown as the dashed
line (Stewart and Leinhardt, 2009). The bottom plot shows the
specific energy in erg/g for each impact comparing them to de-
rived catastrophic disruption thresholds: the dotted lines repre-
sent models that include material strength and self-gravity: the
top line is Benz and Asphaug (1999) and the bottom is Durda
et al. (1998), the dashed lines represent models that only in-
clude self-gravity: the top line is Love and Ahrens (1996) and
the bottom is Davis et al. (1995), and the dot-dashed line is the
self-potential energy of the target.
Figure 12 Caption: This shows the primary and secondary
shape ratios of the stable binaries. The symbols are the same as
in Fig. 13.
Figure 13 Caption: From top to bottom, the distribution of
semi-major axes, primary rotation periods and secondary rota-
tion periods are shown as a function of mass ratio. The triangles
represent the 7 binary systems out of 450 that did not disrupt in
the simulation that did not allow secondary fission. The crosses
indicate the 41 stable binaries out of 526 that were outputs of
the simulation that did allow secondary fission to occur. The
dots indicate observed systems (Pravec and Harris, 2007). The
dashed line in the bottom two plots is the critical spin disruption
limit (2.33 hour period) for a body with a density of 2 g/cc, how-
ever it only includes bodies & 100 m in radius (i.e. secondaries
with a mass ratio less than 0.001 for a 1 km primary). Bodies
smaller than 200 m in diameter may have internal strength or
cohesive binding and so will require greater spin rates to dis-
19
rupt.
Figure 14 Caption: The timescale for synchronization due
to mutual body tides as a function of mass ratio are shown as
dots for each modeled system. The dotted line indicates the
nominal lifetime for an NEA asteroid system. The crosses are
the analytical de-spinning timescales for known asteroid sys-
tems (Goldreich and Sari, 2009).
Figure 15 Caption: The primary spin period of asteroid pairs
as a function of mass ratio. The dots are the output from the
simulation and the crosses are observed asteroid pairs (Pravec
et al., 2010).
Figure A16 Caption: Two-body Coordinate System
Figure B17 Caption: Three-body Coordinate System
Figure B18 Caption: Three-body Angular Coordinate Sys-
tem
Figure D19 Caption: New Relative Coordinate System
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Figure 8:
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Figure 10:
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Figure 12:
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Figure 13:
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Figure 14:
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Figure 15:
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Figure B.17:
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Figure B.18:
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Figure D.19:
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